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ADVENTURE 
RECOVERY
A Pathway Through the Internal and External Wilderness



What is 
Adventure?
WEBSTER:

1. an undertaking usually involving 
danger and unknown risks

SNAPSHOT OF ONE MONTH OF AR-GUIDED ACTIVITIES

Hiked: 
780 miles

Climbed: 
1696 ft

Rafted: 
72 Miles

Surfed:
270 waves

Rappelled: 
2280 ft

2. an exciting or remarkable experience



WHAT IS 
ADVENTURE 
RECOVERY? 
Adventure Recovery is the experience of 
walking through fire and emerging with 
the wisdom to guide others through the 
flames.

Each of us has lived experience with 
substance use and mental health 
challenges and have reaped the rewards 
of recovery and adventure.



RESILIENCE

Adventure activities encourage 
calculated risks and positive limit 
testing. This type of risk-taking 

develops resilience and self-
confidence, as opposed to risky 

behaviors associated with 
substance use and self harm."

CONFIDENCE

Technical skill-building is the 
core of developing an 

adventure lifestyle. The 
process of trying, failing and 

trying again, is celebrated and 
leads to exponential growth, 

increased confidence, and 
mastery."

GRIT

Those who possess grit are able 
to self-regulate and postpone 

their need for positive 
reinforcement while working 

diligently on a task. Embarking 
on an adventure is a commitment 

to work through planned and 
unplanned discomfort.

WHY ADVENTURE?



GO 
BIG!

GO 
HOME!



CONNECTION

Nature gets us out of our heads 
and into our natural rhythm. 
Findings show that time in 

nature improves one’s sense of 
self, confidence, and peer 

relations.

GRATITUDE

Deliberate immersion in natural 
landscapes helps us to orient to 

place and purpose in the 
moment. Realizing we are part 
OF nature creates a sense of 
gratitude for who and where 

we are in the moment. 

Nature Inspires Connection, Gratitude & Awe

AWE

Being immersed in a lush forest, 
standing next to a powerful 
waterfall, or viewing a scenic 

mountain landscape, can 
encourage more generous, 
positive social behaviors.



MENTORSHIP

Know the way. Go the way. Show the way

Mentors utilize their own experience and gained wisdom to help 
individuals achieve their own goals and to find their own path.

Mentors are Coaches, Guides, Teachers, Friends, Sponsors, 
Aunties, Uncles, they are members of our Family of Choice.



COMMUNITY
Adventure experiences bring us together as 
a community of like minded souls. We rely 
on each other in ways very difficult to find in 
any other endeavor. This is why we go.
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First: 
Pick Destination: Place long edge of base plate along your course line on Map--make a line between 
where you are and where you want to go. Direction of Travel Arrow should be pointing in the direction 
you wish to go. 

Second: 
Orient Compass to Map: Holding the Base Plate still on the map, rotate Compass Housing until 
Compass North (red striped arrow) is aligned with Map North. (Map North is represented by Meridians, 
those parallel lines, drawn North-South through the map.) Just make the red striped arrow parallel to 
the meridians on the map. (Be sure North on the compass is pointing North (not South on the map) 

Third: 
Read Bearing: Pick up the Compass and your bearing lays over the “Read Bearing Here Line.” 

Fourth: 
Orient Compass to Land: Rotate your body until the red needle (Magnetic North) lines up inside the red 
striped arrow (Compass North.) Now read your bearing at the white “Read Bearing Here” mark. When 
Red is in the shed, you have oriented your compass to land and may proceed.
proceed.(

NAVIGATION 101



AR 
BASECAMPS
Private, recovery-focused spaces in nature 
that allow for individuals, families, groups 
and organizations to immerse themselves 
in outdoor experiences.
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Trainings
• AR Coach• River Guide• Rock Guide• Ocean Guide• Mountain Guide

Group Adventures
• RCO’s• Treatment Programs• Collegiate Recovery• Recovery Homes• Prevention Programs• Families

Individual Adventures
• Coaching• Guided Skills Instruction• Multi-Day Immersions• Life-long Connection• Prevention & Awareness



R E C O V E R  Y O U R  S P I R I T  I N  A D V E N T U R E

Our mission is to guide people through the 
internal and external wilderness, cultivating 
a lifelong passion for learning, personal 
growth, and adventure.

Science substantiates the AR mission: that 
adventure-based interventions lead to 
long-term sustainable healing, recovery, 
and lifelong fulfillment.



THANK 
YOU
888-710-7017
www.adventurerecovery.com

http://www.adventurerecovery.com/

